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CHAPTER 8

Bardic Poetry and the MacMahons 
of Oirghialla*

NIOCLÁS M a c  CATHMHAOIL

Introduction
For most Gaelic families during the ‘Classical’ period of the Irish language (c. 1200 
- c. 1650), literary patronage centred on Bardic poetry. This poetry was written in 
strict syllabic metres, and was defined by metrical and linguistic rules which, 
having developed over the preceding centuries, were fixed in the late twelfth 
century Around this same time, c. 1200, specific ‘learned’ families emerged that 
would dominate the world of Gaelic learning for the next five hundred years. The 
most prominent chieftains retained some of these specific families whose role it 
was to compose encomia and occasional poems for inaugurations, weddings and 
deaths in their chieftains’ families.1 This essay aims to provide an account of Bardic 
poems of this kind on the Mac Mahons in the c. 1200 - c. 1650. The poets 
themselves — particularly the Mac an Bhaird family — will be discussed, and their 
relationship with the Mac Mahon family will be evaluated.

The learned fam ily o f Mac an Bhaird in  Oirghialla
The Mac an Bhaird {angl. Ward, McAward etc.) family features as the most 
prominent learned family connected to the Mac Mahons of Monaghan. The first 
record of their being established in Oriel is found in the Annals o f Ulster (AU  
henceforth) in an entry for the year 1488 which gives the obituary of Nuadha 
Mac an Bhaird Oirgialla, ‘Nuadha the Mac an Bhaird of Oriel’, and notes that 
his son Aodh then assumed his title. This Nuadha was the son of Sedan Cam 
(son of Cii Uladh) Mac an Bhaird (d. 1459). Sedan Cam was not named ‘Mac

* I am indebted to Dr Máire Nic Cathmhaoil for reading a draft of this paper and making many helpful 
suggestions, and wish also to express my thanks to Prof. Damian Me Manus for giving me an electronic 
copy of the texts from the Bardic Poetry database. It must also be acknowledged that it would have been 
very difficult to write this essay without Prof. Katharine Simms’ excellent catalogue of this body of texts.
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an Bhaird Oirgialla’ in any of his obits, and it may be inferred from this that the 
first Mac an Bhaird to earn this title was his son Nuadha. Paul Walsh suggested 
that this sept of the Mac an Bhairds were an offshoot from an original Galway 
family. The highly uncommon forename Nuadha links the Oriel Mac an Bhairds 
of later centuries with the Galway Mac an Bhairds of Muine an Chasáin, one of 
whom i.e. Nuadha dearg son of Rechtadh also bore this name.

Livingstone has interpreted this accession of Aodh son of Nuadha to the title 
Mac an Bhaird Oirgialla as evidence that ‘. .. the Wards had established 
themselves in such a position in Monaghan that they had their own chieftain.2 
The title ‘Mac an Bhaird Oirgialla’, however, should not be understood as 
denoting an hereditary temporal chieftaincy, as it does not truly indicate that 
Nuadha or Aodh were a kind of taoiseach, but rather refers to them as holders of 
the hereditary office of poet of the Kingdom of Oirghalla, an office which was 
held by this branch of the Mac an Bhaird family.3 Indeed, the epithet ‘Oirgialla’ 
was used by the annalists merely to indicate which branch of the Mac an Bhaird 
family was being referred to, in the same manner that ‘Mac an Bhaird Tiri 
Conaill’ referred to members of the Donegal branch,4 and ‘Ó Dálaigh Bhréifne’ 
referred to that particular franchise of the Ó Dálaigh poetic family.

In any case, the last ‘Mac an Bhaird Oirghialla’ mentioned in the Annals is 
Giolla Pádraig mac Aodha who was killed in 1507 on the same day his kinsman 
Tuathal Buidhe mac Adhaimh Gairbh by Cú Uladh Ó Connallaigh and his 
brothers.5 Giolla Pádraig mac Adhaimh Mac an Bhaird whose obituary in 1531 
was noted in the Annals of Connacht,6 was probably a brother of the 
aforementioned Tuathal Buidhe. The absence of the title ‘Mac an Bhaird Oirgialla’ 
in the annals also corresponds with the period of supremacy of the Lucht 77 branch 
of the Mac Mahons, who may have seen little benefit in patronising poetry, or who 
perhaps disdained the Mac an Bhaird poets because of their association with their 
hated cousins and neighbours, the Farney Mac Mahons.

The Oriel branch of the Mac an Bhaird family is not represented in the Annals 
after 1531, but two of their number were collated as ecclesiastical officials in 
15417 The first of these was Flamianus McAbaird, who was appointed Vicar of 
Aughnam ulien, the parish church of which was called Teampall Eigis, ‘the church 
of the sage/poet’ in the townland of Lattonfasky on the shores of Loughegish, 
Loch an Eigis /  Loch nEigis, ‘the lake of the sage/poet’. Local tradition had it in 
1835 that this building had once been a Franciscan friary.8 On the western and 
southern shores of this lake there are townlands called Cúil Tirim Eigis, ‘the dry 
corner of the sage/poet’, Tullaigh an Éigis, ‘hill of the sage/poet’, and a B. Egges 
i.e. Baile an Eigis, ‘the townland of the sage / poet’, is clearly marked on the 
northern shore of the lake on Johannus Blaeu’s 1659 map of Ulster. It is most 
likely that the poet referenced in these placenames was Flamianus (= Flann?) 
Mac an Bhaird or one of his descendants, and this topography of lake and
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island/crannó g is typical o f other hereditary learned sites like those o f the UÍ 
Dhuibhgeannain at Lough Mcelagh (pr, Kilronan, hr Boyle, C o, Roscommon), 
the M ic Con Midhe o f Ardstraw {hr, otrabanc Lower, co, Tyrone), and the UÍ 
Chobhthaigh o f Cormorant Island on Lough Enncll {pr, Dysart, br. Moyashcl 
and Maghcradcmon, Co, Westmeath),9

The second o f these 1541 ecclesiastical collations saw Odain [= Ada{i)m?] 
McAbaird appointed as Corb o f Einbarr o f Maghcross. Both these collations were 
to vicarages in the old sub-kingdom o f Famey. This is in keeping w ith records 
from the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, which confirm that the Mac an 
Bhaird family were mainly situated in this area. Twenty-nine bearers o f the 
surname were amongst the Famey men who were pardoned in 1594,10 and in 
1606 one o f these men gained possession o f four contiguous townlands in the 
ballybctagh o f Ballyrawer {par. Aughnamullcn) {fig. d . l ,  area A ), while another
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four Mac an Bhairds gained unnamed tates in the nearby ballybetagh of 
Balletamlaght (fig. 8.1, area B). In Smiths 1612 survey of Farney there are four 
Mac an Bhairds mentioned as gentlemen of towns’11 in the parish of 
Donaghmoyne, and another five in the parish of Magheross.12 Amongst this 
second group, there were two called ‘McVicar McWarde’, which probably 
indicates that they were descendants o f‘Odain Mac an Bhaird, Vicar of St Finbarr 
of Ross. Three Mac an Bhairds were in the ‘outrising’ of Colla m. Briain Mac 
Mahons in 1630,13 and the Hearth Money Rolls from 1663 and 1665 show that 
that family was then mostly found in the southern half of Aughnamullen parish.

The Oirghialla Mac M ahons as patrons
The usual transaction concerning Bardic praise poetry likely began with 
commissioning, followed by the writing of the poem, after which point the poet 
would either send it or take it himself to the patron, in whose company it would 
be performed, probably by a reacaire, ‘reciter’, and other members of the poet’s 
retinue. After this performance the poem might be written down in a family 
duanaire, poem book’, for the sake of posterity, or so that the chieftain could have 
it read out again.14 There are some surviving examples of these duanaireadha, 
such as the Leabhar Branach of the O ’Byrnes, the Duanaire Mhéig Shamhradhdin 
of the McGoverns, and the Duanaire Nuinseanach of the Nugents. There is no 
extant family poem book of the MacMahons, though it is not inconceivable that 
one may have existed and since vanished, given the wholesale loss and destruction 
that befell Irish manuscripts in the seventeenth century.15 On this matter it may 
be noted that not all family duanaireadha known to have existed have survived 
through to the modern era, a case in point here being the lost duanaire of 
Feidhlim mac Eoghain mhic Néill Óig Ui Neill (d. 1461), which was held to be 
‘the most extensive in Ireland in his time’.16

Even taking possible destruction / loss of manuscripts and the fact that the 
lordship of Oirghialla was small, thirteen bardic poems over approximately five 
hundred years is a relatively meagre haul. On this point, Livingstone has noted 
that the Mac Mahons were not great patrons of either the arts or the church, 
and he seems to attribute this lack of patronage to their often being at war with 
aggressive neighbours.17 There is likely some truth in this, and the violent 
internecine feuds between the different Mac Mahon factions would also have 
made Oirghialla an unattractive prospect to poets. There were, however, further 
factors besides war that hindered the growth of a learned culture in Gaelic 
Monaghan during the time in question. One such factor may have been the lack 
of a strong monastic presence in the area at the cusp of the era.

In her paper ‘The Medieval Kingdom of Lough Erne,’18 Katharine Simms 
has linked the presence of ‘an unusually large number of learned families’ in 
Fermanagh during our period with the failure of the twelfth century
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Textual transm ission o f the Poems
It has been mentioned above that some Gaelic families had a duanaire, ‘family 
poem book’, but it would not be correct to assume that all Bardic poetry was 
transmitted via the Duanaireadha, or other family-commissioned manuscripts. 
The poetry had an artistic aesthetic that resonated outside the transactional 
patron-poet context, and this aesthetic appreciation may have been a factor in the 
transmission of personal poems which are not connected to patrons such as 
Anocht sgaoileadh na sgola, M ’anam do sgar riomsa a-raoir, Mo chalann atá gan 
treoir, a Mhuireadhaigh meil do sgein etc. The survival of these non-praise bardic 
poems in MSS that were not connected to specific Gaelic families suggests that 
an aesthetic consensus existed amongst learned Gaels that was independent of the 
context of patronage.

An example of this can be found in the transmission of Fd chroidhe cumthar 
flaitheas, A kingdom is apportioned according to generosity’ (table 1 no. 4).23 
This poem is found in two MSS, namely RIA 24 P 4 (pp 257-261) and in BL 
Add. 40,766 (ff 15-18). The first of these MSS was written by Pádraig Mac 
Oghannain in the late seventeenth century and contains eight poems on the 
Farney Mac Mahons, a tract on the black rent levied by the Mac Mahons and 
other material, including a version of the Stowe recension of Tain Bó Cuilgne. It 
is the closest thing we have to a Mag Mathghamhna duanaire, and was likely 
written for Brian mac Colla Mag Mathghamhna. The poem^# chroidhe cumthar 
flaitheas occurs here in a prestige context closely aligned to the original 
transactional poet-patron paradigm, in that it celebrates a direct ancestor of the 
manuscript’s intended patron. MS BL Add. 40, 766 was also written in the late 
seventeenth century by a dependant of the Maguires’24, most likely for Máire 
Ni Raghallaigh, wife of Rudhraighe Mag Uidhir (d. 1708), who had no obvious 
familial connection to the Mac Mahons. This MS is a miscellany of poetry 
containing didactic, courtly love and praise poems, the latter on the Maguires and 
the O ’Reillys. The copy offd  chroidhe cumthar flaitheas in this MS occurs before 
two poems whose primary theme -  similar to fd  chroidhe — is the rejection of 
material wealth, and it may be presumed that this praise poem is included here 
because of its didactic theme, rather than for its praise of Aodh Og.

Most of the other Bardic poems extant on the Mac Mahons not contained in 
MS RIA 24 P 4 may have been transmitted because of their inherent quality 
and/or the prestige of their authors, rather than through any allegiance to their 
celebrands. A case in point is Iongnadh mh’aisling in Eamhain (table 1 no. 1) by 
Giolla Brighde Mac Con Midhe, which is found in three pre-eighteenth century 
MSS, these being BL Add. 19,995, RIA 23 F 16 and RIA A iv 3. The first of 
these MSS, according to O ’Grady, was likely written by a Scot who was probably 
studying in the bardic and brehon law schools’,25 and there is no bias in its subject 
matter that would suggest an allegiance with any family group. It seems likely
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then that the scribe was copying out examples of good practice to further his own 
educational development. MS RIA 23 F 1626 is a collection of bardic poetry on 
mostly Ulster and Connaught chieftains, but there is no particular bias in it 
towards any family of patrons. RIA A iv 3 is another multi-author bardic 
collection that does not seem to have any particular family bias, although the 
pagination in this MS begins at 618, which implies that a large part of it is now 
missing.27 Giolla Brighde Mac Conmidhe was a celebrated bardic poet, and a large 
number of citations from his work occur in bardic textbooks as examples of good 
usage, including at least three from Iongnadh mtiaisling. As with MS RIA 23 F 16, 
then, it seems likely that Iongnadh mtiaisling was included in RIA A iv 3 because 
of the prestige of its author and because of its quality as a bardic poem.

Table 1: Extant Bardic poem s on the Mac Mahons

First Line Patron Date Poet
1 Iongnadh m h’aisling 

i nEamhain

Roalbh mac Eochadha c. 1380 Giolla Bhrighde 

Mac Con Midhe

2 Measdar teach innse 

re hoilech

Rudhraighe c.1420-42 Seithfin Mór

3 Samhail muirTeam hra 

ata i nUlltaibh

Ruairi mac Ardghail 

and Nualaidhe

c. 1420-42 Lughaidh anon.

4 Fa chroidhe cum thar 

flaitheas

Aodh óg mac mic 

Rughraidh fl.1489.

C. 1489 Tadhg Ó Huiginn /  

Ó Faolain

5 Cuimhnigh a Mháire an 

connradh do chengla

Máire w. of Brian Óg 

Mag Mhathúna

c. 1610 Gofraidh Mac an Bhaird

6 Beag mhaireas do 

mhacraidh Gaoidheal

Brian m.Aodha c. 1610 Eochaidh Ó hEódhusa

7 Mo iona aois an t-ainm si 

ar Bhrian

Brian m. Colla c. 1650 Mac Conmidhe

8 Truagh an corso ar 

Ráith na Righ

anon. Mac Mathúna c. 1660 Diarmaid m. Laoisigh 

Mac an Bhaird

9 Ni doigh siogha 

Shiol cColla

Brian m. Briain c. 1670 Diarmaid m. Laoisigh 

Mac an Bhaird

10 lomdha dochar i 

ndeaghaidh na 

hoighreachta

Brian nó Brian m. 

Bhriain

c. 1680 Diarmaid m. Laoisigh 

Mac an Bhaird

11 Fuar leam longphort 

mo charad

Brian m. Briain c. 1680 Diarmaid m. Laoisigh 

Mac an Bhaird

12 Fada m ’fhuireach o ’m 

fh ior graidh

Brian m. Colla, Brian m. 

Briain m. Colla

c. 1680 Diarmaid m. Laoisigh 

Mac an Bhaird

13 Rachad le mo bheannacht 

go Briain

Brian m. Colla C. 1687 Diarmaid m. Laoisigh 

Mac an Bhaird
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Table 2: Bardic poem s on Ulster chieftains

Family Number of Poems
Ó Dom hnaill 127

Ó Néill 103

Mag Uidhir 78

Ó Raghallaigh 34

Mac Suibhne 32

MacGabhráin 32

Mac D om hnaill 17

Mac Aonghasa 16

M acM athgham hna 13

Ó Cuileanáin 7

Ó Catháin 2

Ó hAnnluain 1

Ó G orm fhla ithe 1

Mac Criostail 1

Bardic poem s on the Mag M athghamhna chieftains
The oldest extant bardic poem on the Mac Mahons is longnadh mtiaisling atd in 
Eamhain, ‘Wondrous is my vision in Eamhain’ (table 1, no. I).28 The celebrand 
of this poem, Roalbh mac Eochadha, as shown in the first quatrain, was not the 
inaugurated Mag Mathghamhna when the poem was composed, and could not 
be praised using the usual tropes employed by the poets in their eulogies to 
established chieftains, but the use of the aisling, vision, subgenre, in its prophetic 
nature, provides a suitable vehicle for the suggestion that Roalbh might one day 
be a glorious king. In Mac Conmidhe’s vision an angel explains to him what is 
happening after he has fallen asleep (qq 2-5): four hosts converge on Eamhain, 
three of these being hosts of warriors; the Cinedl Eoghain from the north, the 
Ulaid from the south, and the Oirthear {al. Airthir) from the east (qq 6-14). 
Katharine Simms has pointed out that the meeting of these three groups at 
Eamhain Macha is symbolic of a wider political struggle between the Oirghialla 
(to whom the Méig Mathghamhna and the Airthir belonged) and the northern 
Ui Neill.29 In this broader political context, it is perhaps significant that the last 
and largest host are the poets who accompany Roalbh to Eamhain and inaugurate 
him, and then recite a poem each for him (qq 15-24). This awarding of the 
kingship of Eamhain Macha to Roalbh by unarmed poets meant that the author 
‘ran little risk of seriously offending other powerful patrons’. This occasion of
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Table 3: Prominent Mac Mahons, c. 1200 - c. 1700: a descendancy chart

Mathfkarahaia
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,_____ I______ _
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8
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I
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1
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1
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1
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1
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1
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brúilingeacht house poems had not been edited, and in the interim ‘lightly edited’ 
versions of these texts have been provided.35 This makes approaching the poems 
now a good deal easier, but these texts are surely deserving of full critical editions, 
translations and in-depth discussion.36 The present volume is not the forum for 
such an endeavour, and until critical editions of these challenging poems are 
provided it is difficult — for this author at least — to fully engage with these texts. 
Nevertheless, a rough synopsis of Measdar Teach Innse will be attempted here to 
give the reader a general feel for them.

Measdar Teach Innse re hOilech begins with the conventional comparison of 
Rughraidhe’s fort with Oileach {al. Aileach), Tara, Cruachan of the Connachta, 
Eamhain Macha and Brian Boru’s house at Kincora (qq 1, 3). It is surrounded 
by woods and the peak of its roof is like the point at the top of a helmet (q. 2). 
The court is famed for its abundance of chattels and is surrounded by a placid 
duck-filled body of water with lively fish (q. 4). Wine and ‘French mead’ 
[brandy?] are had in the house of polished spears and fetters, (q. 5) the hall was 
never empty during the poet’s visit (q. 6); the cries of grouse and swans are heard 
and a paddling of lively ducks are seen on the smooth ‘lake’ by the king and his 
sons who are found in the torch-filled house beside the fire [?] (q. 7). 
Rughraidhe’s hounds play and his large household pass goblets around in great 
carousal (q. 8), craftsmen of all kinds work there (q. 9) and the walls are 
decorated with hunting scenes (qq 10-11). The poet was a willing hostage in this 
beloved house (q. 12) in which the sound of ducks quacking could be heard (q. 
13). The house has sufficient bowls for one hundred people (q. 14). The roof is 
so wide that the sun does not touch the side of the building (q. 15) which is 
sufficiently cool in times of heat and its roof keeps out the deluge of rain (q. 16). 
The roof is well thatched and is like a glimmering summit enmeshed in thatch 
(q. 17). There is no hardship in the fort where neither the vigorous cold nor the 
onset of flames are feared, and it is sufficiently ventilated to allow the easy escape 
of smoke from the fires (q. 18). The torch-filled dwelling was built by none other 
than the legendary builder Gobán Saor (q. 19), the concavity of the rafters is 
uniform, and they connect the round roof to the red-brown oak circular wall (q. 
20). The extraordinarily pleasant fort that never closes is full of craftsmen who 
have earned fame for the arrangement of the brown oak ribs [i.e. internal wall 
joists?] (q. 21). An accurate compass was used to design this house of brown oak 
boards that is robust and superior to all dwellings; its ramparts are higher than 
the forest, and birds sing around it in the early morning (q. 22).

The second of these house poems to Rughraidhe mac Ardghail was 
written by a Lughaidh whose surname is unknown. Its subject matter is very 
similar to Measdar Teach Innse, but it tells us that this building was situated high 
above the plain of Oirghialla. Given that both these poems were composed before 
his inauguration in 1442, it is likely that Rughraidhe’s abode was in his original
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lordship in Dartrey, which had its headquarters at Lisnagore (par. Killeevan).The 
lios described in the poems is not dissimilar to that described by Oliver Davies 
in his survey of ‘raths’ in southern Ulster.37

The next extant poem on the Mac Mahons is the eulogy Fa chroidhe cumthar 
flaitheas a kingdom is apportioned according to generosity’ (table 1 no. 4) written 
about Rughraidhe’s grandson, Aodh Óg mac Aodha Ruaidh (table 3 no. 21). It 
is attributed alternatively to Tadhg [mac Briain] Ó hUiginn and to an Ó Faoláin 
(likely Ó Fialáin) in each of the extant copies, and was composed between 1494 
and 1496, when Aodh Óg was the Mag Mathghamhna. The first quatrains are 
hinged on the interpretation of the word flaitheas, with the poet exploiting its 
dual meaning, which can be both ‘kingdom of heaven or ‘kingdom’ in a 
temporal sense. It is stated that one’s lot in heaven and / or temporal lordship are 
apportioned according to croidhe, ‘generosity’, and maitheas, ‘virtue’. This brings 
to mind the last judgment as found in the eleventh-century Scéla Idi hrdtha, 
‘Tidings of the day of judgement’ where it is seen that God bestows a flaith, ‘a 
kingdom’, to those who were generous and virtuous in life.

This same theme of divine judgement according to a man’s virtue as seen here 
is also found elsewhere in Bardic poetry, namely in the initial quatrains of 
Domhnall Mac an Bhaird’s Rath fd  chroidhe chumus D ia, ‘God apportions 
prosperity according to generosity’, on Theobald mac Piaruis Butler (T1596). 
This poem by Domhnall Mac an Bhaird contains a considered mixture of 
legalistic and religious terminology and, like the poem edited here, deliberately 
allows for both theological and political interpretations.38 This inventio39 based 
on the Last Judgment not only provides the poet with a context in which to extol 
the chieftain’s Christian virtues of generosity and charity, but it is also appropriate 
within the secular framework of the poet-patron relationship. The chieftain in his 
role as patron of the arts, and especially of poetry, may be seen as one who 
provides drink to the thirsty, or raiment to those who need it, like the righteous 
ones in the passage quoted above. Likewise, in the present poem it is suggested 
that if Mag Mathghamhna fulfils these obligations as a Christian as well as a 
Gaelic chieftain, he will then ensure secular immortality as well as eternal life in 
heaven. The relationship between theological and political justice is developed 
between the fourth and the seventh quatrains, where the poet states that Mag 
Mathghamhna’s (Christian) virtue will ensure advancement in his earthly 
kingdom. In the final eight quatrains, the poet recapitulates the original inventio 
of generosity as a means of political and theological deliverance.40

Most of the rest of the poem (qq 18-32) is taken up with an apologue 
describing how Bresal Belach defeated Cairbre Lifechair, the common ancestor 
of both the Ui Neill and the Oirghalla lines, and killed his sons Eochaidh 
Doimhlean, Eachach and Fiachaidh Sraibhtine at the battle of Cnámhros, while 
noting that Eochaidh Doimhlean’s own son Colla Uais later ascended to the
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high-kingship, after Fiachaidh Sraibhtine had been killed in batde. By recounting 
this version of events based on the Middle Irish prose text, the Bórama,, the poet 
here seeks to refute the accusation as found in ‘The oldest account of the raid of 
the Collas’41 and the Senchas Airgiall from MS Laud 610 that the Collas 
treacherously slew their uncle Fiachaidh Sraibhtine at the battle of 
Dubhchomair.42 In this tale the Collas are not only cast in the role of kin slayers, 
but Colla Uais, the eponymous progenitor of the powerful Ui Maccu Uais 
branch of the Oirghialla,43 is also excluded from the high kingship. The purpose 
of the apologue, then, is to establish from credible sources that the Collas were 
not guilty of the charge of kin slaying, and that a descendant of the Oirghialla 
did in fact hold the high-kingship,44 thus establishing a precedent for their 
sovereignty. This same argument and the section on the ‘rights of the Oirgialla 
would be used in a later poem byTadhg Dali O Huiginn (c. 1590 - c. 1591) on 
Cu Chonnacht Mag Uidhir (d. 1589).

After the death of Aodh Rua, the Mag Mathghamhna lordship gradually 
became more fragmented, and grew into the three largely autonomous sub
kingdoms of Farney, Dartrey and Lucht Ti, with the McKennas as semi
independent vassals in what is now the barony of Trough. It is quite feasible that 
this erosion of centralized power in Monaghan had an impact on the Mag 
Mathghamhna patronage of poetry. On one hand, the weakened Mag 
Mathghamhna, or King of Oriel, during this period did not have as much 
disposable income with which to attract poets, and was de facto a more minor and 
less prestigious patron. In addition to this, the lack of a strong leader and the 
political uncertainty in the area cannot have been an attractive prospect to poets. 
In this regard, one might consider Giolla na Naomh mac Duinnshléibhe Mac 
Aodhagáin’s (d. 1309) advice to his students {taithigh rathhhaile go righ, laitkin 
machaire seach móin ‘Visit a bounteous domain which has a king, distinguish 
between cultivated land and bog), indicating that poor sub-chieftains should 
not be attended.45

The Lucht 27 Mac Mahons held the chieftaincy of Oriel from 1513 to 1589.46 
There is no extant poetry from this period, and while it is certainly possible that 
poems were composed on the Lucht 27 Mag Mathghamhna chieftains at this 
time, one finds it difficult to escape the suspicion that this particular branch of 
the family cared little about how they were perceived by the Gaelic literati. The 
next Mac Mahon to be mentioned by the poets was Brian son of Aodh Óg (table 
3, no. 31), a Dartrey Mac Mahon. He died in 1619, and was married to a Máire, 
who was of Maguire stock.47

The poem beginning Cuimhnigh a Mhdire an cunnradh do cheanglabhair 
‘Remember, Máire, the contract you binded’ (table. 1 no. 5), is addressed to this 
Máire. It is attributed to ‘Gofraidh [mac Briain] Mac an Bhaird’, a poet from the 
Donegal branch of the family amongst whose landholdings in that county were
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Ballymacaward (pr. Kilbarron, br. Turhugh) and Lettermacaward (pr. 
Lettermacaward, br. Boylagh). Seventeen of his poems have come down to us, 
and these give us some information on his career. He had a relatively wide spread 
of patrons, including various O ’Donnells, Diarmaid O ’Connor, Uilliam Ó 
Maolmhuaidh, William Nugent, and some from less prestigious Gaelic families 
such as Fachtna Ó Fearghail and Tadhg Óg Ó Baoill. The evidence from his 
extant poetry indicates that he was a disputatious individual. For example, in 
the poem, Ag so trdth na cabhra, a Chríosd, ‘O Christ, now is the time for help’, 
Gofraidh Mac an Bhaird berates himself for his lack of self-control and laments 
that his ruin is at hand, perhaps due to a regretted altercation in which he 
bloodied his spear,48 and in another poem of petition to Art mac Aoidh Mag 
Aonghasa he states that he has been imprisoned, though it is feasible that his 
imprisonment here is metaphorical or figurative. His most noteworthy 
controversy was the bitter bardic contention with his former teacher, Fear Feasa 
Ó ’n Cháinte,49 which has been called as good a piece of academic bitching as 
anything our nineteenth- and twentieth-century scholars have produced in their 
reviews of one another’.50

Three poems and a single loose quatrain from this contention survive, and 
the exchange seems to have begun with an attack on Ó ’n Cháinte, who 
responded with the poem Mór an feidhm deilbh an ddna, ‘Composing poetry is 
a great task’. In this poem,51 O ’n Cháinte fires a warning shot to his detractor(s), 
listing at length his own academic credentials, stating that poetic discourse is a 
cool, placid sea (lionnmhuir uar), a rational pursuit, and that those who are 
learned such as he can easily evade ham-fisted rash attacks from the ignorant. 
He finishes with the threat that anyone who crosses him would regret it. Gofraidh 
Mac an Bhaird’s response to this, A fh ir shealbhas duit an ddn, 5 2  ‘O fellow who 
assumes mastery of poetry’ berates O ’n Cháinte for his overweening arrogance 
and calls his qualifications into question before going into detail about his many 
technical failings, stating that he has ascended a ladder of ignorance’ and lowers 
the tone further by mockingly suggesting that he should take advice from a lowly 
woman-cook to improve his verse. The dispute descends further again into ad 
hominem invective in Ó ’n Cháinte’s reply, Créad dd sealbhainn damh an ddn,, 
‘W hat of it if I assume mastery of poetry?’53 Though there may be a clue in 
quatrains 13-14 of this poem that Gofraidh Mac an Bhaird was not on his own 
in his open disdain of Ó ’n Cháinte, he was certainly the target of his ire. The 
discourse reaches a new low when Ó ’n Cháinte calls Mac an Bhaird’s father, 
Brian, ‘the prattler’ (q. 19^), and indulges in further name-calling, saying that 
Gofraidh himself is a trudoire, ‘a stutterer’ (q. 2 Id), Idmh dhona, ‘fumbler’ (23 a), 
daoi lochtach, ‘a blundering dunce’ (q. 27c), amaddn, ‘fool’ (q. 29d). The greatest 
insult, however, is in the penultimate verse, where Ó ’n Cháinte states that 
Gofraidh frequents humble dwellings while noble assemblies avoid him (Iosdadh
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cúthuil do chleachtais, /  fada uait na hoireachtais (q. 42ab). The implication in 
this couplet is that that Mac an Bhaird’s inferiority as a poet is evidenced in his 
resorting to the patronage of lesser Gaelic lords, and this insult naturally extends 
to the patrons for whom he composed. This brings to mind Simms’ observation:

It was generally recognised that bards of the first rank seldom composed for 
minor chieftains, although it is less clear whether this was merely a result 
of the prohibitive expense involved, or whether master-poets were 
deliberately selective in order to maintain the convention that their praise 
conferred prestige. Certainly inferior poetry came at a cheaper price.54

Whether or not the Mac Mahons were among the minor chieftains’ suggested 
by Ó ’n Cháinte cannot be known with any certainty, but Mac an Bhaird’s 
resorting to lesser patrons may, in any case, be less to do with his lack of ability 
as a poet, and more to do with the constriction of the market for bardic poetry 
by the late sixteenth century.55

Both this change in patronage practice, and Mac an Bhaird’s manifest 
propensity for controversy ought to be taken into account when considering 
Cuimhnigh a Mhdire an connradh do cheanglabhair (table. 1 no. 5). This poem, 
addressed to Máire, wife of Brian mac Colla Mag Mathghamhna, is an example 
of the warning’ genre, in which the poet warns the patron of impending satire 
if he does not redress his grievance. This genre of poem was well established in 
the Classical Irish tradition, and seems to have a good deal in common with the 
Early Irish tréfocal, described by Liam Breatnach as ‘. .. a composition of mixed 
praise and blame naming the offence which serves as a warning, and which 
should precede a true satire.’56 The most common offence cited in these warning’ 
poems was that the patron was ignoring his or her poet, and this same charge is 
levelled at Máire Bean Mhéig Mathghamhna in the present poem (qq 3, 10). 
The specific grounds on which Mac an Bhaird makes the complaint here are 
expressed in legal terms, namely that Máire bound (do cheanglabhair) and 
confirmed {do dhaingniughadh) a contract with him that he would be her 
gráidhfhile, official poet’ (q. 3d) but refused, nonetheless, to allow his poetry to 
be recited at her home (q. 3ab)y neglected to ask him to write anything further 
for her (q. 10aid), and is also upbraided for her ill treatment of another Mac an 
Bhaird poet, most likely Laoiseach Mac an Bhaird [Oirghialla]. It would seem, 
however, that tidings — now unknown — had come to Máire that defamed 
Gofraidh in some way, for in q. 9cd Mac an Bhaird warns Máire to be wary of 
what she hears about him {bisey a fhóighéag as aipiche don fhineamhainy /  mar an 
aicme ór shíneabhair ar bhar gcoiméad fa  a gcualab hair). It is feasible, then, that 
Máire shunned Gofraidh Mac an Bhaird on account of the ill tidings she heard 
about him, and ultimately, we cannot know whether or not she made good on
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her contract with Gofraidh. It seems likely, however, that she did not, as no 
further poems on her or her husband Brian mac Aodha are extant, and neither 
of them are mentioned in his obligation quatrains’ on his official patrons that he 
was contractually bound to insert into his poems.

Máire and Brian were, however, celebrated by the outstanding poet of their 
day, Eochaidh Ó hEódhusa of Fermanagh (c. 1550 - c. 1612), of whom Pádraig A. 
Breatnach has said, ‘his eulogistic verse shows consistent compositional perfection, 
originality of expression and imagery and a conscious versatility in the choice of 
apologues’.57 Ó hEodhusas poem to Máire and Brian, beginning Beagmhaireas do 
mhacraidh Gaoidheal was allegedly written after the Flight of the Earls in 1607.58 
Like other praise poems written in the late sixteenth early and seventeenth century, 
it articulates the sense of loss felt amongst the Gaelic Irish after the defeat of the 
Nine Years’ War and the Flight of the Earls. The first fifteen quatrains lament the 
lack of vigour amongst the remaining warriors by skilfully exploiting the different 
shades of meaning of the verb mair, cto live, last, endure, exist [etc.]’ Here O 
hEódhusa states that although they exist, they do not live (q. 2b gé mhairid ni 
mhairid siad), and this is, to an extent, similar to his mischievous poem to Brighid 
Fitzgerald N í mé bhur n-aithne, a aos grdidh, where he casts himself as a taidhbhse 
anamagan anam, a ghost of a soul with no soul’.59 It is also possible that there is 
an echo here of Giolla Brighde Mac Con Midhe’s (c. 1210 - c. 1272) canonical 
poem A teachtaire thig ón Róimh, especially quatrains 25-26.60

The torpor and lifelessness of these Gaelic warriors described in quatrains 
1-15 creates a backdrop against which Brian Mag Mathghamhna stands out like 
an ember (q. 16) in his vitality and vigour. The rest of the poem is more 
conventional: it is a pity that someone like him does not lead the warriors of 
Ireland; he is not found wanting in courage and defends Ireland’s honour (qq 17- 
23). Like Cato the Elder (234 BC - 149 BC), he is unpretentious and deals with 
scarcity and abundance in the same manner. It was usual for poets to compare 
chieftains to illustrious heroes of the past, such as Brian Boromha, Cu Chulainn 
etc., and this can seem hackneyed and trite to modern readers who are not used 
to rhetorical poetry, Ó hEodhusas use of Cato the Elder as a comparator, 
however, is very rare indeed but may well be appropriate.61 The Disticha Catonis, 
or moral maxims of Cato, was popular as a Latin primer throughout Europe 
from medieval times and it is possible that Ó hEódhusa came into contact with 
Cato through the Disticha, but it also feasible that he had read Cato’s biography 
in Plutarch’s Parallel Lives, five print editions of which had been published by 
1572, including one in English and one in French.62 The Cato in Plutarch’s 
account prefers war to legal negotiations, but is nevertheless a sound statesman. 
He lives a simple life, is moderate in most things and is dedicated to his family.63 
These characteristics might be applied to many Gaelic chieftains without 
overstretching the boundaries of acceptable exaggeration, but the impression one
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gets from the career of Brian mac Aodha Oig is that the comparison with Cato 
is passably accurate.64

Ó hEódhusa continues to allude to Classical Latin literature, summarizing in 
two quatrains the main points of Ovids Remedia Amoris, the more obscure sequel 
to his Ars Amoris. These allusions to Latin literature then provoke the question 
whether or not Brian mac Aodha Óig and his retinue were familiar with Ovid 
and Plutarch, or if they were merely understood as being laudatory in a general 
manner as prestigious texts by esteemed authors. It is likely that knowledge of 
Latin amongst the Gaelic Irish aristocracy varied, but it has been established that 
many of the Gaelic nobles, and indeed some of the peasants had Latin and used 
it when treating with foreigners.65 For the purposes of encomium in any case, it 
may not have been essential for the patron to have knowledge of Latin: in the 
present poem, for example, allusions to Latin Classics gain kudos for the 
celebrand Brian because their very presence in a eulogy to him infers that he is 
familiar with them, whether he is or not. In this particular instance, Brian mac 
Aodha Óig has the lustre of Classical antiquity conferred upon him by virtue of 
his following -  consciously or otherwise -  Ovid’s advice. The remainder of the 
poem is more conventional in its praise, but shows pleasing compositional 
harmony, with the author returning to his original inventio that Aodh Og is an 
ever-burning ember in whom the old martial qualities of the Gael live on. The 
poem then finishes with verses of praise to Aodh Óg’s daughter and his wife, 
Máire.

Poems on C olla mac Briain and his descendants
The next Mac Mahon to be mentioned by the poets was Colla son of Brian son 
of Eimhear, a Farney Mac Mahon. Neither Eimhear nor Brian formally bore the 
title of Mag Mathghamhna, but both were considerable landowners. Brian gained 
the lease of Farney on the death of his father in 1617 in addition to having of 
11,000 acres of this own land in Cremourne,66 and was the acknowledged leader 
of the Mac Mahons of his day.’67 He died in 1619, and was married to a Máire. 
On his death the earl of Essex opted to rent his estate to different tenants, one 
of whom was Colla son of Brian son of Colla. This Colla had an estate of 11,000 
acres by 1640.68 He played an active part in the 1641 rebellion, and is described 
in the depositions as ‘...a  notorious Rebell and Collenell of 4000 men at the 
least all Rebells alsoe, and twoe or three of the sons of the said Cull me Brian all 
called Captaines though one of them is but about 11 yeares old’.69 He was 
declared an outlaw in 1652, and according to Pilib Ó Mórdha, perhaps then fled 
to the continent.70

The first of the poems on Colla mac Briain and his descendants discussed here 
is Mó iond a aois an t-ainm-se ar Bhrian, ‘Brian’s fame is greater than his age’ (table 
1, no. 7). Its poet is named in MS 24 P 4 as ‘Mac Conmidhe’, and the use of the
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surname on its own may identify him as the head of his family. This Mac 
Conmidhe is likely the same poet named ‘Mac Conmidhe .i. Cormac mac Briain 
Óig’ who wrote ‘Dursan nach mairionn mac Briain a ‘petition poem to Éinrí 
mac Seáain mhic Bhriain O Neill sometime before 1638.71 The Mac Conmidhe 
family were, for the most part, hereditary poets to the O ’Neills, and were based 
at Ardstraw (bar. Strabane Lower, co. Tyrone) before the Ulster Plantation, though 
most of them appear to have migrated to the mountainous parish of Bodoney 
(bar. Strabane Upper, co. Tyrone) by the 1660s.72 The first line of this poem to 
Brian Mac Mahon echoes Mó iond dtol éanchúigidh Aodh, written by Tomas Ó 
Huiginn for Aodh mac Maghnusa Ó Domhnaill (d. 1600), and possibly Buaine 
iond a aois iomrddh Taidhg, ‘Tadhg’s fame is more permanent than his years’ by 
Somhairle Mac an Bhaird to Tadhg Mac Conmara. The comparison continues in 
the first quatrain with Ó Huiginn’s pun on cúigidh and cúigear being echoed in 
Mac Conmidhe’s punning on ainm , which can mean ‘fame, renown, or ‘name’. 
In the opening quatrains, the poet states that Brian’s fame is greater than his years, 
and that his name is also older than he: his grandfather was also called Brian. 
Although he is young, his spirit is old, and his generosity is greater than his age. 
He has martial prowess beyond his years, has been aiding Oirghialla since he was 
young, and will wrest Farney from the foreigners (qq 3-6). He will muster a force 
against the foreigners, the scourge of erenaghsp crows, ravens and other fearsome 
beasts of the sky will accompany his host to the slaughter (qq 7-9). He will be 
joined by warriors from Dartrey, Cremourne and from the slopes of Slieve Beagh, 
as well as others from the area between the Derg and the Boyne rivers.74 He is the 
rightful leader of the warlike Mac Mahons, the premier warrior of the Ulstermen, 
comparable to Aodh Mór Ó Neill (d. 1616); he follows the example set by his 
grandfather Brian mac Eimhir and will ravage Meath, and is also descended from 
Toirleach mac Einrí O Neill of the Fews.75 Wandering poets travel to him; he 
comes from the litter of those two kingly lions (Toirleach mac Éinrí Ó Neill and 
Brian mac Eimhir Mag Mathghamhna) who were never brought to heel by the 
English hounds. His fame is unsurprising, as he is descended from these two 
venerable lords, and in him flows the blood of the kings of the Oirghialla. The 
poem finishes with an unusually direct appeal to Brian mac Colla to pay him for 
his poem. The strident military rhetoric in Mó iond a aois is also present in some 
of Diarmaid mac Laoisigh Mac an Bhaird’s poems to Brian mac Colla, and it is 
possible that the proliferation of martial references and explicit mention of military 
actions in this late poetry is due to the political climate of the time. In this, a 
similarity can be seen with the more caustic rhetoric found in the accentual 
‘political poems’ of the time. Indeed, all of the poets and their Mac Mahon patrons 
in the later seventeenth century would have been alive during the confederate 
wars and the Cromwellian settlement, which was perhaps the most brutal and 
tumultuous period in Irish history.
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The most prominent poet of late seventeenth-century Ulster, and perhaps the 
most proficient poet of his time in Ireland — regarding metrical attainment and 
knowledge of classical Irish -  was Diarmaid mac Laoisigh [Dubh] Mac an Bhaird. 
Much research will be needed before a full description of Diarmaid mac Laoisigh s 
life and works can be given, and the relatively little we know of him can be found 
in editions by Art Hughes of two of his compositions on the Mac Mahons, and 
in his account of the Iomarbhd na Ldimhe Deirge, ‘Contention of the Red Hand’ 
series of poems.76 He is named as Diarmaid son of Laoiseach Dubh, and his 
father is likely the Laoiseach (/71600) to whom five bardic and courtly love poems 
are attributed and who may himself be identified as the ‘Lissagh son of Dermod’ 
who was pardoned amongst other Farney men in 1601.77 If this is the case, then 
Diarmaid was likely born in Farney or Cremourne, and may have lived there for 
a time, if Ó Tuathail was correct in his suggestion that he may be identified as 
the Darby [Roe] McAward who lived in Kilkit (par. Aughnamullen) in 1663- 
5.78 The later years of his life were spent in Co. Down, where he was resident in 
1689 when he wrote Fíorchrddh d ’Éirinn turas Taidhg ‘Tadhg’s journey to 
Munster is Ireland’s true torment’ to Tadhg O Rodaighe.79 Nine poems by 
Diarmaid mac Laoisigh are extant, six of which are to Brian mac Colla and his 
son Brian mac Briain.

The earliest of these poems composed by Diarmaid mac Laoisigh for the Mac 
Mahons was Truagh an corsa ar Rdith na Riogh, ‘Pitiful this fate for the Fort of 
the Kings’ (table 1, no. 8). Hughes has tentatively suggested that this poem may 
have been written around 1647, when the Mac Mahon stronghold at Lisanisk 
(par. Magheross, bar. Farney) outside Carrickmacross was destroyed.80 After a 
first quatrain that conveys the poet’s distress at the destruction of the fort, the 
poet then reminisces about happier times there when he saw the mustering and 
training of warriors returning from battle with booty, especially from the Mac 
Mahons’ traditional raiding lands round the Boyne (qq 2-6). He remembers 
fondly the paying of tributes, and notes that poets will hear of the destruction of 
this fort where once they were welcomed (qq 6-7). The poet recalls how the 
celebrand, the descendant of Eochaidh81, had steeds and hounds on the lawn, 
though now the place is lonely (q. 8). As was the case with many bardic poems, 
the celebrand’s close female relatives are celebrated in the closing quatrains, and 
Mac an Bhaird recalls the exquisite sewing done by the fort’s women in the 
penultimate quatrain (q. 9), before finishing with a proclamation that his poem 
would be longer (it is quite short at ten quatrains) but for the fact that merely 
mentioning the subject causes him sorrow (q. 10).

In his monograph An Eoraip agus litriocht na Gaeilge, 8 2  Tadhg Ó Dúshláine 
noted that poetry which dealt with abandoned buildings was common in Europe 
from 1550 onwards, due in part to the destruction caused by the ongoing warfare 
between nation states, and suggested that Irish poetry of the same time mirrors
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this European development. According to Ó Dúshláine, common themes in 
these later ‘ruin poems are pessimism, the poet’s personal tragedy, exaggeration 
and the use of plaintive interjections such as ‘uch, ochón etc. Truagh an corsa is 
more staid and less dramatic than contemporary Irish ‘ruin poems such as 
Geoffrey Keatings Mo chreach faoi dhóy mo bhrony mo bhiodhgadh or Uilliam Ó 
hlceadha’s Uch ! a Dhé dhil na mbreath gee art, though it is similar to these poems 
in the anaphoric iteration of do chínn ‘I used to see’.83 Although one hesitates in 
giving voice to such an obvious comparison, it might be pointed out that Truagh 
an corsa is not dissimilar to Mo chean duitsiy a thulach thally ‘My regards to you, 
o yonder hill’ written, in Bergin’s words ‘on the cutting down of an ancient tree’ 
by Laoiseach mac Diarmada Mac an Bhaird, who was very probably the poet 
Diarmuid [mac Laoisigh]’s father.84

N í dóigh siogha SiolgColla, ‘Hardly peaceful are the scions of Colla’ (table 1, 
no. 9), was written for Brian son of Brian son of Colla. A more conventional 
bardic poem than Truagh an corsa, it is a long eulogy on the celebrand, praising 
his warlike qualities and liberality to poets. It begins with a general description 
of the martial prowess of the descendants of Colla:85 their raids have covered 
Ireland’s field, and they have won each engagement with hard battling (qq 1-3), 
they have earned ‘black rent’, and each of the territories they held were gained 
through combat (qq 4-5). They are superior to the rest of Ireland in the ferocity 
of their fighting, are unfeeble towards enemies and have spent their spoils of war 
on poets (qq 6-7). This idea of chieftains being both fierce in war and cultured 
in letters is very common all throughout bardic poetry, and is a prominent feature 
of Diarmuid mac Laoisigh Mac an Bhaird’s poetry. The bellicosity of the Mac 
Mahons is extolled for a further two quatrains (qq 8-9), after which point the 
celebrand Brian son of Brian is introduced (q. 10). He will levy tribute from 
surrounding lands in the manner of his ancestors, whose victories are known to 
him (qq 11-12). He has been the last to leave the field of battle, a barrier against 
the tyranny of the foreigners, and while others have become reduced through 
the wars, he still exacts a tribute on the foreigners (13-14). Because of this battling 
between the Boyne and Dundalk, he is able to be generous (15-16); he ensures 
justice in the land of his ancestors, which he will bind anew in spite of the 
oppression of the foreigners and other Gaels (17-18). The battlements of their 
fortresses will be destroyed and his burnings will heal the wounds in the land 
which is represented as a female (19-20). To modern sensibilities, this motif of 
the land as an adulterous wife may seem strange, but it should be understood 
within the context of the ‘theme of the Harlot Queen’ that was common in Irish 
poetry from at least as early as the first half of the seventeenth century.86 In this 
topos Ireland is depicted as adulterous for having symbolically wed to an 
illegitimate foreign king, and in the case of the present poem, she is freely 
entering a union with Brian, a legitimate and rightful ruler. This motif is used
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in N i dóigh siogha, then, to emphasize Brians legitimacy as a ruler, albeit on a 
narrower and more realistic scale, for the poet does not press his case for the 
kingship of all Ireland as was common in earlier bardic poetry.

Like Mó iond a aois, the context here is more localized to County Monaghan, 
and the poet tells us that the land of Farney, which was won through battle, will 
be reshaped (qq 21-22). Farney ‘has her eye’ on Brian after all he has done, and 
he has shown on days of valour that he fights for more than merely his own lands 
(qq 23-24). He has not got his just share of war spoils, given all he has done for 
Ulster (q. 25); for a man of his deeds, the headship of County Monaghan itself 
would be insufficient (q. 26). Mac an Bhaird then employs the well-known motif 
-  also found in Fa chroidhe cumthar flaitheas — of earning fame and virtue through 
divestment of wealth (usually to the poet) (q. 27). He continues on this theme, 
stating that if Brian regained his patrimony, that this would not be unwarranted, 
for in such a case his largesse would still be more than he could afford (q. 28). 
His virtues are his great generosity, his warlike mien, and his hatred of falsehood 
(q. 29); he is the most valorous of leaders who succours the poor (qq 30-1), and 
is welcoming to wanderers (q. 32). He destroys the dwelling-places of foreigners 
(q. 32) and is a bright warlike ember who opens the defences of the foreigners 
(q. 33). The poet concludes (q. 34) with an unusually direct and personal 
statement that Brian is unlikely to forget him, that he is his chief protector and 
he could not ask for a better supporter. The informal tone here, and the use of 
the terms urra, ‘supporter/sponsor’ and cenn coimhdhe, chief protector in the 
final quatrain implies that a relationship of some kind had been established at this 
point between Diarmuid mac Laoisigh and Brian son of Brian.

Diarmuid mac Laoisigh’s gratitude to Brian mac Briain is the central theme of 
Iomdha dochar i ndiaigh na hoighreachta, ‘Many the hardships after the loss of 
patrimony (table 1, no. 10), a short poem of eleven quatrains in the complex and 
rare droighneach metre, which is used in just over 1% of known Bardic poems.87 
As noted by Brian Ó Cuiv, most of these poems were written in the late period: 
of the seventeen of these that can be attributed to a specific time, sixteen of them 
were written in the 1550-1689 period.88 This poem shows further similarities to 
Bardic poems of the late-sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in that it references 
the breakdown of the Gaelic order and the impact that this had on hereditary 
learned men. For example, Fear Flatha Ó Gnimh (fl. 1602-1640) in his famous 
poem Mairg do chuaidh re ceird ndúthchais dwells at length on how the ‘honour 
of learning has lessened’, and on how it would be better for prospective poets to 
learn a more useful craft, like making barrels etc., before directly addressing the 
celebrand Art mac Aodha Mag Aonghusa (d. 1629), who is then portrayed as a 
munificent patron of the arts whom poets eagerly visit. The first part of Mairg 
do chuaidh re ceird ndúthchais could stand on its own as a fine poem, however, 
as with the beginning part of Beag mhaireas de mhacraidh Gaoidheal, its ultimate
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purpose is eulogistic: it sets a bleak scene against which Mag Aonghasa stands out, 
brilliant in his generosity.

This same theme, and same rhetorical device is found in a condensed form in 
Iomdha dochar i ndiaidh na hoighreachta, where Diarmuid m. Laoisigh bemoans the 
hardships occasioned by the change in the social order for the seansleachta, or old 
noble Gaelic families (q. 1), stating that poets are no longer given parcels of land 
(q. 2). He indicates in the first quatrain that generosity merits a good deed in 
return, and the good deed on the poets part is writing this poem to Briain m. 
Briain as thanks for an act of generosity. It has always been the case that poems were 
written for generous families, who were beholden to cater for the education of 
poets (q. 3). Diarmuid has been able to adhere to his hereditary craft (q. 4) due to 
Brians generosity. He practices this craft for Brian, who is portrayed as a partner 
whom noble poets seek to woo (q. 5). He accepts the generosity (q. 6), and states 
that his patrons proficiency in battle is the thing that attracts him (q. 7). Brian is 
a defender of the ‘heir of heaven,89 a protecting fold from whom it is difficult to 
part (q. 8). Because of his readiness to stand up for those in need, he is held in 
affection (q. 9); his fighting will heal the wounds of Ireland (q. 10). He is an 
irrepressible scion of the most generous kindred, who disdains effeteness (q. 11).

The motif of the patron as lover’ which appears in Iomdha dochar, has recently 
been discussed by Katharine Simms, who noted that it occurs much more 
frequently in the later Bardic tradition.90 In the same study, she has suggested that 
this motif usually occurred in poems where there was a degree of familiarity 
between the poet and his patron:

... the image of poet as patron’s lover was normally considered insufficiently 
reverential in tone to be included in an address to a major overlord ... it 
belonged to the informality of a close personal relationship with an employer 
not too far removed in social status from the master poet himself.91

This informality and personal relationship can be found in Diarmuid mac 
Laoisigh s poems to Brian. Indeed, this personal quality, or ‘subjectivity’ that 
James Carney saw in the master Eochaidh Ó hEódhusa’s poetry can also be 
detected in Diarmaid mac Laoisigh, at least to the extent that his poems are as 
much about himself as they are about his celebrand. It is difficult to tell if this 
subjectivity has anything to do with the direct influence of the Renaissance; it is 
not inconceivable that Diarmuid took O hEódhusa himself as a role model.

This influence can be clearly seen in another of Diarmuid mac Laoisigh’s 
poems to Briain mac Briain, namely Fuar leam longphort mo charad, ‘Cold to me 
is my friend’s camp’ (table 1, no. 11) which, as shown by Hughes,92 leans heavily 
on O hEodhusas Fuar liom an adhaighsi dh’Aodh. In Mac an Bhaird’s poem, 
Brian is described as sleeping rough (qq 1-2) with a Mac Mahon warrior band
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on ‘foreign territories’ (q. 3). In quatrain four Brian is said to have had a hard year 
and Diarmaid mac Laoisigh states that he himself suffers at the thought of Brian 
being pierced by the wind (q. 5), and tries to reassure his patron, and perhaps 
himself, that this period of worry will pass (q. 6). He dwells further on the cold 
hardship endured by Brian and his warriors (qq 6-9), who are without the 
comfort of music except that of the howling wind (q. 10). When Brian returns 
from battle, he will have a building made (q. 11) to which poets will flock (q. 12), 
but in the meantime he suffers in the cold (q. 13).

The relationship between Diarmuid m. Laoisigh and Briain m. Briain, 
however, soured at some point, if Fada m’fhuireach óm fh ir ghrdidh, ‘Long have 
I been away from my beloved’ (table 1 no. 12) can be taken literally. This poem 
is similar to Cuimhnigh a Mhdire (table 1 no. 5) in that the poet is complaining 
about being kept away from his beloved, Brian m. Briain. Mac an Bhaird’s casts 
himself in the role of spurned lover who is surprised and displeased at not being 
summoned (qq 1-2). He compares his fate with that of the raven sent forth by 
Noah from the ark not to return (q. 3), and asks what he has done to offend 
Brian mac Briain (qq 4-5). The poet’s anger comes to the surface in quatrain 6, 
where he states that Brian’s ignoring him is the same as robbery, as he has given 
Brian a mighty gift (his poetry) for which he has not been rewarded (q. 6),93 and 
Brian’s reaction to his complaint will be judged (q. 7). The poet finds his current 
situation hateful, and states that as he has written poetry for other men apart 
from Brian, he will no longer seek maintenance from him (q. 8). He states that 
he is more entitled than all others to visit his patron (q. 9); he is surprised at 
being shunned (q. 10), but tempers his earlier criticism with words of praise (qq 
10-11). The poem to Brian mac Briain essentially ends at this point, and the 
remaining five quatrains are addressed to Brian’s father (i.e. Brian m. Colla).

The earlier part of the poem is fairly typical of complaint poems’ in its 
recrimination against the patron for his neglect, and in its mixture of praise and 
blame.94 There is, however, a personal tone in these first eleven quatrains that 
contrasts with the last five on Brian m. Colla, which are reverential and 
conventional in their praise. Here, the celebrand is conveyed as being a warrior 
who mustered troops [against the foreigners], he is the grandson of Ó Neill 
(Tarlach m. Einri of the Fews) (q. 12) and of Eimhear who maintains poets (q.
13) . He is a notable descendant of Colla Dhd Chrioch and Saint Dubhthach (q.
14) , the true heir of Aodh Og Mac Mathghamhna (table 3, no. 21) in his gift 
giving (q. 15), a warrior of noble stock who protects from raids and succours 
churchmen (q. 16). The presence of these quatrains at the end of the poem is not 
exceptional, as it was common that Bardic poets inserted these ‘duty quatrains’ 
on their chief patrons at the end of poems written to others. In this case, however, 
it is difficult not to interpret the wholehearted praise of Brian m. Colla as 
something of an insult to Brian m. Briain, where the father’s apparent 
munificence amplifies the dispraise of his son’s niggardliness.
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In his final Bardic poem on the Mac Mahons, Rachad lem bheannachtgo Brian, 
‘You will go with my blessing to Brian (table 1 no. 13), the poet is still seeking 
to curry favour with Brian m. Colla, and there is some evidence to suggest that 
he was resident in County Down when he wrote it. Firstly, Diarmuid mac 
Laoisigh was said to be living in Down when he wrote his 1694 poem Fiorchrddh 
Eireann Turas ThaidhgP In addition to this, the manuscript in which the sole 
copy of this poem survives, RIA 24 P 4, was in central Down in the eighteenth 
century,96 where Seamus Ó Brinn (1743 - c.1817)97 of Ballymagreehan (par. 
Drumgooland, Bar. Iveagh Upper, Lower Half) wrote a page in it.98 Contiguous 
to Ballymagreehan and in the same parish is the townland of Ballyward, or Bade 
Mhic an Bhaird, which was likely a landholding gifted by Mag Aonghasa 
(Chieftain of Iveagh) to a Mac an Bhaird poet at some time before 1580." 
Finally, there is the fact that Diarmuid mac Laoisigh sided with the Down Mag 
Aonghusa family in the Contention o f the Red Hand™  It is tentatively suggested 
then that Diarmuid mac Laoisigh had taken refuge in his kinsmens patrimony 
in Ballyward by the time that he wrote this poem.

The first two quatrains are in the form of an envoy, whereby the author 
addresses the paper on which the poem is written, sending it to Brian m. Colla 
with his blessing, and the fact that Diarmuid m. Laoisigh sends the poem rather 
than delivering it himself may further indicate that he is some distance away 
from its celebrand. It is possible that the original order of quatrains in the poem 
have been changed through the poems transmission, and what is now quatrain 
4 continues the idea o f ‘blessing contained in quatrains 1-2, declaring that good 
fortune follows a poet s blessing. Quatrains 3 and 5 address a supposed accusation 
that Diarmuid m. Laoisigh would not seek other patrons if Brian himself 
possessed all of Farney.101 This accusation is denied, with the poet stating that he 
would not forsake the patron who once protected him. Quatrains 6-7 recall the 
support that Brian had shown to Diarmuid m. Laoisigh, conveying the poets 
regard for him, and the advice that he had given him.

After this point, the poet enters into an apologue (qq 8-19) concerning an 
emperor and three birds. This is likely based on A Mhór cuimhnigh an cumann, 
byTadhg Dali O Huiginn (c.1590 - c.1591),102 a petition poem in which Tadhg 
Dali implores Mór to intervene on his behalf with her husband Domhnall Ó 
Conchubhair. In this apologue, a female and two male birds seek the emperor s 
judgement as to whom the female should marry. In their story there was a year 
of terrible hardship and famine, and during this difficult time the male bird to 
whom the female was espoused rejected her. After this, the other bird took care 
of her until the time of hardship was passed, but then the first spouse sought her 
back. They took their case to the emperor, who declared that the female bird 
should remain with the partner who helped her in her time of need.
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As is customary with apologues in Bardic poetry, a verse is given at its close 
which explains its meaning in the context of the poems wider thesis, and so it is 
here (q. 20) that we are told that the poet is the female bird and that Brian m. 
Colla is the partner who helped her. The implication in this apologue could be 
that Brian is more worthy of the poet s affection than a previous patron who 
abandoned him in his time of need. Then again, a less specific message is perhaps 
conveyed here, that Brian is merely being lauded in a broad manner for his 
generosity to Diarmuid. We are then told that Brian did not ignore the poet s 
plight in wartime, and that poems are due to him as payment for this protection 
(qq 21-2). He bears a heavy burden, protecting people from hardship and 
providing hospitality to wanderers (q. 23), and is held in high regard by foreigners 
(q. 24). The next quatrain is in honour of the daughter of Brian m. Con 
Chonnacht103 who was likely Brian m. Collas wife, and this is followed by two 
final quatrains which laud Brians generosity.

Conclusion
The end of Diarmuid m. Laoisigh Mac an Bhaird s career signaled the end of 
the Bardic tradition of the Mac Mahons, and of south east Ulster in general. By 
the end of the seventeenth century a different kind of poetry had come to the fore 
that was written in the looser accentual metres, largely by part-time poets who 
wrote poetry either for pleasure or as a sideline to another occupation. These 
changes in literary fashions, however, did not mark the end of Mac Mahon 
patronage of Irish poetry. The eighteenth century saw local poets such as Pádraig 
Mac a Liondain, Muiris Ó Gormáin, Pádraig Ó Pronntaigh and many other 
anonymous authors write poems on various Mac Mahons, mostly of the Farney 
branch. Much work remains to be done in this area, and some eighteenth-century 
Mac Mahon poems remain unedited in manuscript form.104 However, this 
important late poetry deserves more detailed discussion than can be given in the 
present essay.
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